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SUXMARY 

An investigation nas made with a specially designed 
engine to determine the scavenging characteristics of a 

--- .'i 
.- 

large number of inlet-port shapes and arrangements and th 
-. e I- 

optimum port ar.rangemont and timing for this particular -- 
type of engine. A special cylinder cdtiet?uction pcXiitte& 

2 L- .G 

wide variations in timing as well as in shape Eid nrrZi%ge-. --- -1 
ment of both the inlet and exhaust ports. ..: ..<- - - . J..d 

The study of the effect of port shape combinations -- 
and timings on engine performance was nado using illurn%---- 1.x 
nating gas as a fuel. Through variations in inlet-port 
arrangement and port timings, the value cf the scavenging.------ ---! 
efficiency ma-s increased from an ori.g!?nal 44 percent to 
approxfmatoly 67 percent with a corresponding increase-in 
power. With the optimum port arrangement and timing aeter- -= .- 
mined, a large number of performance runs ~e~e~33533e~~under 
both spark-ignition and compression-ignition operation. - 

INTRODUCTIOB -r- -9 .-.__ 
- 

mith a view toward increasing the specific output and 
simplifying the engine construction, much attention and 
work is being devoted to the development of suitable -two- 
stroke engines for aircraft use. Since the output of a 

-_ 

two-stroke engine is primarily dependent upon the sceveng- .-i 
ing efficiency of its cylfnders, the problem of succes3-m - =-- --- 
fully developing an engine of this type is mainly one of 
obtaining the most complete scavenging possible ~it~ou;f, 

-_h 

the use of a complicated mechanism or of excessively high 
- 

scavenging pressures. 
. - 

There are two general methods of scavenging the cylin- 
der of the two-stroke engine, nanely, the "through" scav- 
enging in whfch inlet and exhaust ports are.at cppositt 
ends of the cylinder and the Irlooplf scavenging where fnxef- 
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and exhaust ports are at the same end of the cylinder. The 
scavenging patterns of any two-stroke engine may be clas- 
sified under one of these catagories. 

The through-scavenged engine nacessftates the use of 
valve gear or double pistons. This method, however, per- 
mits unidirectional flow of the combustion products and of 
the scavenging air through the cylinder. The loop-scav- 
enged engine, on the contrary, requires neither Valve gear 
nor double pistons. It is necessary to scavenge this type 
of cylinder by circulating the air is the form of a Ioop 
and, consequently, the scavenging air is much more likely 
to mix with the burned gases, making it more difficult to 
secure high scavenging efficiency. 

Although the specific output of the loopiscaeeng-ed 
engine may never equal that of the through-scavongod en- 
gine, its inherent simplicity may outweigh this consider- 
ation in certain applications, provided that its scaveng- 
ing efficiency can be made sufficiently high. The piston- 
ported engine lends itself particularly well to diesel op- 
eration because its lack of valve gear permits extreme 
flexibilfty in cylinder-head and combustion-chamber design: 
important factors in successful diesel operation. 

The purpose of this investigation was to dotermine 
the practical limits of scavenging efficiency of a loop- 
scavenged cylinder, in order that its optimum performance 
might be compared and its advantages properly weighed and. 
balanced against the performance and-advantages of other 
engine types. -_ .-. 

It is also the purpose of t-his investigation to fur- 
nish design data as to the arrangement and timing of the 
ports that give best performance in the loop-scavenged 
cylinder. 

DESCRIPTION OF APPAMTUS 

Engine 

The engine used for this investigation was a specialQ 
designed singIe-cylinder 
stroke engine having a 44 

mater-cooled, piston-ported, two- 
-inch.bore and a 6-Lnch stroke. 

It was mounted on a universal crankcase and was directly 
connected to an electric cradle dynamometer. The engine 
fncorporates three basic ideas, namely, variable inlet-port 
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and exhaust-port timings, variable 1:ort shapes, and varia- 
ble comuression ratio. The.inlet-yort -Lining may be var- 
ied ,during operation from 45' to 65c from %oiFom center. 
and the exhaust from 55O to 80° from bottom center. The 

=:. .d 

port shaDe is varied by fastening inserts into the.ports. 
These inserts may be made to deflect the entering air or --- 
charge at various angles tomard the cylinder head. The 
compression ratio may be changed by displacing the head 
axially in the cylinder sleeve. -.- -- 

.Ffgure 1 is an assembly drawing of the engine without 
its crankcase. Figure 2 shows photographs of the ac_tu&l 
parts assembled. The cylinder sleeve -that contains the 
ports is split longitudinally into tmo sections. One of 
the sections contains eight inlet >orts a.nd the of-her, -.- ----- 
four exhaust ports. Figure 3 shows an inside and outside 
view of the sleeves. One pair of 30° inserts nay be <eon ---- 
in position in the inlet sleeve. Sleeves were independ-. 

--.-- 

ently mater-cooled. 

Figure 4 shows various sections through the sleeves 
and ports. Section D-D is taken through the inlet and OX- 
haust ports. It nil1 be noted that the eight inie.4 port-s 
are arranged so that their center lines intersect slightly 
off the cylinder axis. This port arrangement aBpe&red, 
from a study of the literature, to be the most promising 

--? 

design. - 

Figure 5(a) shows sections through the O", 30°, 45', 
60°, and 70° inserts. Figure 5(b) is a photograph of the :.3 
actual inserts. A pair of.inserts for one port consists 
of an upper and a lower Dart. 

--.- - 
Zach part is held in place - --"- 

by a nachine screw. 

Two types of aluminum pistons were used, one having 
a flat head and the other a slightly rounded head. Fig-- 
ure 6 is a drawing and figure 7 is a photograph of both . .._ 
pistons. 

.--- 
The flat-top piston was used a large part of --.,.- -7 

the time rrhile running on illuminating gas. The round- 
top piston f7as also used mith illuminating gas to invesj%-~'~~L~-zW 
gate the effect of a change in Diston shape on scavenging; .- -----__ 

A cast-iron head was used for spark-ignition opera- 
tion. 

-- 
This head was slightly concave, as may be seen from 

the drawing in figure 8. An aluminum-alloy head, togofller' 
nith the round-top piston, was used for cornz)ression~~~-~--~-~. 

Figure lg.(n) is a 
. .._ 1:: 

ignition operation. (Se0 fig. 9.1 . ..- -I- 
photograph of the cylinder head with its pear-shaped corn- -' .-..L 
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bustion space. A combuse'ion chamber of this shape Was 
chosen fn an attempt to obtain good spray dfstribution 
with a minimum of obstruction to the flow of scavenging 
air; 

Auxiliary Apparatus ._-. -- 

Figure 11 is a schematic lay-out of the engine and its 
acccssorios'as set 'up for SparMgnition operation on il- 
luminating gas. FLgure 12 shows tno photographs of the on- 
gine set up for Bie.sel operation. The fuel pump with its 
controls and the injection-nozzle holder are plainly vis- 
ible. 

Air ras supplied to the engine by a separately driven 
compressor. The quantity of air was .measured by a cali- 
brat-ed orifice box on the suction side of the p'clmp. Illu- 
minating gas from the city mains was compr-essed to intake 
pressure by a separately driven Roots blower. Gas flow 
rvas measured both by a large industrial gas meter and a 
pitot-static flowmeter. The pitot-static flowmeter was 

-used to obtain instantaneous readings of the g.as flow and 
the industrial gas meter was used to calibrate- the pitot 
tube. 

For compression-ignition .qperation a standard Bosch 
high-speed fuel-injection pump was used. The Spray n-oazle, 
rvhich was located at the asex of the heart-shaped CombUS- 
tion chamber (see fig. 10(a)), was a spe.cial Bosch nozzle 
having thre,e orifices,each 0.4 millimeter. in d-i-ameter, 
located in a horizontal plane, and spaced 30' apart. 

Resonance nas eliminated in the inlet and -ixhaust 
systems by connecting the surge tanks to the engine with 
short lengths of large diameter pipe. 

An M.I.T. balanced-pressure type Indicator was Used 
to obtain pressure-time diagrams.. . . 

Leakage of the entering mixture donn the. piston to 
the crankcase during that gortion of the cycle in nhich 
the Uiston covered the inlet ports, was eliminated by 
keeping the crankcase at scavenging pressure. Leakage from 
the sealed crankcase was negligible. 

.._A. 

l 
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Test Procedure 

A summary of the various steps-taken in the test pro- 
-. ..-.- 

ceduro for the spark-ignition engfno using illuminating 
- --_- 

gas is listed below: -..-__ ..-- 
.. .-- 

1. With several inlet-port shapes, runs mere mado 
covering the entire range of inlet-port and exhaust-port 
timings. -- It 175s concluded from the results of these runs -. -- 

that inlet-port shape had little effect on the optimum 
inlet timing and even less effect on the optimum exhaust f-T- 
timing, . . . ,.-- 

2. The results having shonn that the optimum exhaust- 
port timing was not appreciably affected by changes-In th 
inlet-port arrangements, the scavenging characteristics--o; 
a large number of inlet-port arrangements mere investigated .- 
at a fixod exhaust-port timing-of 65O B.B.C. and at-throo 

i 

inlet-port timings. 

of (17; 
The results from (2) confirmed the observations 
that the optimum inlet-port timing was unaff.ected. 

by variations in inlet-port arrangements. Consaqucntly, 
an additional numbor of inlet-port arrnngemonts wore tost- 
ed under fixod inlot-port and exhaust-port timings 02 47o -- 
and' 650, respectively. 

: -- 
- 

4. A complete set of inlet-port and exhaust-gort 
timing runs was made unin the-optimum inlet-port arrange- 
ment as determined from (1 7 , (2), and (3). 

5. mith the conditions of optimum port arrangement -- 
and timing established, runs vere made to determine brake . 
mean effective pressure and scavenge pressure ag,ainste-n----- 
gine speed at a constant scavenge ratio, constant .scavange 1 G 
pressure, and with the scavenge prossu~'o varqTip_g- .%F-tho 
square of tne engine speed. Runs Tore also made oyer. 3 
range of scavenge ratios,. Since most of those runs -*ore- 
made previous to those of (4), an inletlport timing of‘47o., __._ 
based on the data of (l), (2), and (3) KLS used instead--of-- 

- 

52O which appears to be the optimum timing for oort nrran.ge- 
ment, ,D. .- . . . __ z- . . -2 

.- 

6. IVith the optimum inlet-port arrangement as previ- 
ously determfned, runs.nere made covering the inlet-port--m-e--Y- 
and exhaust-port timing ranges to determine the optimum 
timings undor compression-ignition operation. --. .._ - .-- -. 

: :-L .-- 
.--__ 
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7. Vith the optimum inlet--port arrangement and tim- 
iw , runs were made un&er compression-ignition operation 
to determine. brake mean effectf.ve pressure and sFocific 
fuel consumption against fuel rate over a range of scav- 
enge ratios at constant engine speed. 

; 

- 

8. An investigation similar ho that--under (7) was 
made over a range of engjne 'speeds at a constant scav- 
ense ratio. 

-- 

The engine conditions that were held constant for 
most of the ITork, are as follows: 

Engine speed 1,800 r.p.m. 

Compression ratio . . . 7 (spark ignition) and 15 
(compression ignition) _- 

Air-fuel ratio . . . . 4.4 (illuminating gas, best power) 

Ignition timing . . . 16' B.T.C. 

Scavenge ratio . . . . 1.4 I 

-. 
-. 

Fuel +................. illuminating gas (spark igni- e 
tion) 

fuel oil (compression ignition) 

The blover mean effective pressure was calculated es 
follonrs, assuming-adiabatic compression and a blower effi- 
ciency of 70 percent (see fig. 13):. 

P- 

_- - 

B-ldmer horsepower. 

m J Cp (ci [(zy’ y l] -- mm, 
= ---- 

0.70 x 33-000 ----- =--- 
4 

.* 
Rloner mean effective pressure - - 



in rrhich: 

m, 

’ J, 

GPl 

Ti ' 

L. 

A, 

N, 
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pounds of air per minute. - - _ --~ 
-. - 

778 foot pounds per B.t.u. 

specific heat of air at constant pressure, - 
0,235 B.t.u. Per pound. =-- 

4. . _~ 

blower inlet afr temperature, '3. .- 
blower delivery pressure. 

blower inlet prossuro. 
_... ~ 

1.41. 

stroke, feet, of engine piston. . 
.- .a 

engine piston area, square inches. _.- 

r.p.m. of engine. 
--- ..-. 

DISCUSSION AID EESULTS 

Spark Ignition - Illuminating $S - 

The term "scavenge ratio" as used in thfs work fs'the 
ratio of the volume of charge (mixture of air and.illuini- 
nating gas under spark-igni.tion conditions) or of air (un- 
der compression-ignition conditions) that. Passes through-- -r 
the engine. cylinder per stroke, to the displac.ed volume of ..- 
the cylinder. The volume of the entering charge .is meas- 
ured under atmospheric (laboratory) conditions of tempera- 
ture and pressure. 

..-. .-__^ I... =x!!- 
---. -- .-- 

The term II scavenging efficiency" is defined in this. 
report as the ratio of the weight of fresh charge in the.. 

L 

cylinder at the close of the exhaust ports, to the pr@U%t.c _- 
of the cylinder volume and the inlet density. . . 

Illuminating gas mas chosen.as a fuel because it was 
pOSSiblQ t0 mix it thoroughly with thQ aCCOTSpanying aiT. 
Thorough mixing of the fuel and air is absolutely neces- - 

- 
sary when the relative scavenging.effdciency.is to B.e de- 
torminod from changes. in brake mean effective preasu.re due 

i 
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. 
to corresponding changes in inlet--port arrangement. Poor 
mixing of the fuel and air, as nould be likely with a 
liquid fuel, would affect the co'mbustion process and hsnco 
the thermal efficiency and power. Under these circum- 
stunces, changes in the mean effective pressure mith port 
arrangement could not be taken as an indication of rela- 
tive scavenging efficiency. 

-. 

-LILT 

All runs under spark-ignition operation mere made *; 
using illuminating gas as a fuel. Since the paws-r obtained 
from a best power mixture of illuminating gas and air tvas 1 .- 
found from actual tests on a four-stroke,C.F.X. engine to -- 
be 85 percent of that of a best power mixture of gasoline 
and air, it is reasonable to Selieve that an increase of _. - 
15 percant in power would be possible in the two-stroke -c 
engine by substituting gasoline for illuminating gas. 

Although the method of determining the relative scav- -I 
enging abilities of various inlet-port srrangements by - 

-I 
means of changes in the brake mean effective pressure is 
straightforward and simple, it is a much more difficult 
problem to determine the absolute scavenging efficiency 
under any one inlet-port arrangement. The-value of an pb- 
solute measure of scavenging efficiency resides in the 
fact that a theoretical limit of the scavenging efficiency 
may be determined. I-f- it is found-.that the ox.isting op- 
timnm port arrangement yields a scavenging eff.iciency al- 
most equal to this limit, further research may be unnecos- 
sary. The method employed in determining the efficiency 
of the scavenging process unde'r the optimum port arrange- 
ment and timing conditions mill be briefly-outlined. 

1. 

-. 
- 

I .- -- 

. 

- 

As previously defined, the sc'avenging efficiency is _. .- 
the ratio of the weight of fresh charge in tho cylinder 
at the time the ports close to tho product of the total 
cylinder volume and inlet density. ,The inlet density con- -.~ ..--; 
ditions were arbitrarily taken as 75O F.. and 29.92>Znches 
of mercury. Determination of the denominator of this ra- 
tio is quite simple inasmuch as the total cylinder volume 
and inlet density conditions are knoWp2i. The numerator a----- 
the ratio, the actual weight of fresh &irge -in the cyliny 
der at the close of the ports, may be determined if the 
indicated output and the specific air consumption (pounds 
of air per indiaated horsepower per hour) are known.. .- 

In order to determine the value of the specific air 
consumption when running on illuminating gas and air, and 
at a compression ratio of 7, runs mere made at best power 
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fuel-air ratio and ignition timing on a four-stroke C.F.R. 
engine at several 'engine speeds, The forogoing conditions 
were made to reproduce as closely as possible those of the 
optimum two-stroke operation, in order that the indicated 
thermal efficiency for the two cases would be as nearly 
the same as possible. The calculations relative to the 
foregoing discussion are included. 

-. - 

Actual indicated horsepower of the two-stroke engine: 
48.8. 

The specific air consl!mption as detormined from the 
C.F.R. engine operating on illuminating gas: 5.85 pounds 
of air per indicated horsepower per hour. -- 

The air actually consumed in the tmo-stroke engine .-- 
per stroke: 48.8 x 533 = 

1800 x 60 
0.00264 pound. 

Zngine speed: 1,800 r.p.m. 

The number of pounds of air in a full cylinder volume 
' containing the best paver mixture of illuminating gas and 

air at 75O F. and 29.92 inches of mercury: 
. 

'l$g x 0.0742 x $$ = 0.00396 pound. --pm . 

Total cylinder volume in cubic inches: 111.8. . 

Inlet density (75' F. and 29.92 in. Hg): 0.0742. 

Ratio of 
( 

air ------- - 
air + illuminating gas > 

by volume: 4.8. 
5.8. 

,Sca,venging:efficiency = ~~~~~~~ X 100 =.66.7 percent. -- . .- 

On the ‘basis of this definition of scavenging effi- 
ciency, it is evident that even though the cylinder were 
completely purged of its burned products and it contained 
only fresh charge under th'e previously specified condi- 
ti,ons of inlet density, the charging e?f.icioncy would not 
be equal to 100 percent. The portion of 'the piston dis- 
placement inbluded between the bottom-centor and the pWt- 
closing positions is lost. 

It is possible to make an,estimate qf the maximum - 
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practical scavenging efficiency attalnable in this gartic- 
ular engine. This maximum value of the scavenging effi- 
ciency tvill be reached when the exhaust gases are complete- 
ly expelled and when the cylinder, at the time of port 
closing, contains only fresh charge at atmospheric density. 

Maximum attainable scavenging efficiency = -39.4 x 
111.3 

100 = 80.3 percent. 

Total cylinder volume in cubic inches less the lost 
cylinder volume (i.e., portion of cylinder volume contained 
between the bottom center and port closing position of the 

_ piston) = 89.4. 

Total cylinder volume in cubic inches: 111,3. 

Highest actual scavenging effEciency obtained = 0.667 -- ----I_----p_ --.----- 
Maximum attaina.ble scavenging efficiency 

-- x 100 = 
0.803 

83 percent. 

An independent check on this ratio of the actual opti- 
mum to the maximum attainable scavenging efficiency was 
made. This check was based upon the assumption that the 
ratio of actual to possible indicated mean effective pres- 
sures is equal to the ratio of actual' to possible scaveng- 
ing efficiencies. The indicated mean effective pressure 
obtained under the actual optimum scavenging efficiency 
conditions is known. The denominator of the ratio, the in- 
dicated mean effe.ctive pressure that would be obtained if 
all the burned gas mere expelled an-d only fresh charge re- 
mained in the cylinder, fs the unknown quantity. This 
quantity was determined from runs made on a four-stroke, 
single-cylinder engine and under the same test conditions 
as those of the two--stroke engine in order to keep the in- 
dicated thermal efficiencies of both engines as nearly 
equal as possible. 

The problem. of determining from a four-stroke engine 
the maximum indicated mean effective pressure that could 
be obtained from the two-stroke engine is mainly one of 
charging the disglacement volume of the four-stroke engine 
with a fresh mixture of the same density as in the two- 
stroke engine. In order to make the density conditions 
equal, it is necessary to knom the temperature and the * 
Dressure of the charge in each 'engine at, for example, the 
start of compres.sion. As a first approximation, it mas 
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assumed that the,temperature of charge,in both engines at 
the start of compression was equal. The compression ratio 
of the two engines was the sane, and the compression pres- 
sures of both engines yere made equal by slightly throt- 
tling the four-stroke engine. Under thcso conditions the 
charge donsity and indicated thermal efficiency of tho two 
engines nould be equal and the mean offoctivo prossuro .I 
that tho compressad charge v;as capable of do1fvoring t7ould 
be constant rrhother fn the combustion space of tho two- 
stroke or the four-stroke engine. Since the clearance 
volume of the four-stroke engine vas not scavenged, it is 
nocossary to multiply its indfcatod mean effective pres- 
sure by the ratio of total cylinder volume to displaced 
volume. The value thus obtained will be the two-stroke 
maximum attainable indicated mean effective _nressure. The 
ratio of the best actual indicated mean effective pres- 
sure obtained from the tmo-stroke engine to the maximum 
attainable mean effective pressure nil1 be the same as the 
ratio of best actual to the maximum attafnable scavenging 
efficiency. 

- 

This ratio of the best actual to the maximum attain- 
able scavanging efficiency as calculated on the foregoing 
basis is equal to 87 percent as compared with a siqilar 
ratio of 85 portent on the four-stroke engine. Since the ._--.--___- 
ratios are almost equal for both eng;fnes, the proportion- 
of burned products remaining in the cylinder of each en- 
gine must be nearly the same. This being the case, the 
increase in temparature of the fresh charge due to mixing 
nith the burned products must be approxfmately equal in 
both engines and therefore the validity of the original 
assumption of equal charge temperatures in both engines 
at the start of .compression fs established. 

The calculation of the probable maximum attainable 
indicated mean effective pressure of the two-stroke engine 

.~ 

as determined from the four-stroke engine is as forloms: 

The indicated mean effective pressure obtained from 
the four-stroke engine running on illuminating gas with-the 
charge density and compression ratio equal to that of the 
two-stroke engine: 110 pounds per square ,inch. 

The probable maximum two-stroke Indicated mean offec- 
tiv~ pressure: 110 x g = 158.4 pounds par square'inch. 

Ratio of total cylinder volume to the displaced vol- 
Eme: g in both engines. 
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. 

Probable maximum two-stroke brake mean effective pros- 
sure : 128 - 14 ='114. 

ing): 
Two-stroke friction mean effective pressure (motor- 

14 . 

The highest actual tmo-stroke'indicated mean effec- 
tive pressure obtained when running on illuminating gas 
and wfth the optimum (E) inlet-?ort arrangement: 112.1 
pounds per square inch. 

. 
Highest actual scavenging officicncx --I --.---------__---pm- Ii.2 1 e- - : .---L x 

Maximum attainable scavenging efficiency 123.4 

100 = 87.3 percent. 

A comparison of tho values of the ratio of tho actual 
to the maximum scavenging officiencios as dotcrminod from 
both mothods shams that they agree reasonably well, the 
first method giving a value of 83 percent and the second 
87 percent. It may therefore be briefly restated that the 
best actual scavenging efficiency obtained under spark- 
ignition operatfon at 1,800 r.p.m. was about 66.7 percent 
or approximately 85 percent of perfect scavenging for this 
engine. 

Determination of the ootinun inlet-Dart arrangement.- 
-.----_I-_-l__l__- -__-- - _--- _--- -- 

With all the engine conditions held constant, the effects 
of more than 30 inlet-sort arrangements on the relative 
scavenging efficiency mere investigated. Figure 14 is a 
plot of brake mean effective pressure and scavenging pros- 
sure against inlet-port timing for five typical Fort ar- 
rangements. The positions of the curves with respect to 
one another may bo taken as an indicatfon of the relative 
scavenging abilities of each sort arrangemont. 

A numbering system was found to '00 the most conven- 
ient method of designating the inlet-l>ort arrangements. 
In figure 15 showtng a section through the Forts, the num- 
bers are located in each of the efght inlet ports. %ach 
one of the symmetrically opposite gairs of inlet ,?orts 
bears the same number. As an example, assume that the 
number 4 port's are fitted wfth 60' inserts, the number 3 
ports with 45O inserts, and the number 2 and 1 sets of 
Forts with O" inserts. This port arrangement would then be 
described by the following group of humbel"si Q-0-45J60- 
60-45-0-0. The numbers represent the insert angles and 
their posittons correspond to >ort positions. 

. 

c 

P 
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In figure 14 the capital letters opposite each of the 
five curves rayresent the follontng inlet-port arrango- 
menta. 

\ 
IYLET PORT XUYBERS 

‘1 2 3 4 4 3 2 1 
r- 

$5 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 

‘0 30 45 60 60 45 30 0 

---- -- ----w-----P --A 

0’ 0 0 60 60 0 ‘,O 0 .-. .-- 
---__----P- --- - 

0 0 0 60 60 0 0 0 
----- ------- -- 

"The top sections were.loft out of the number 1 and 
2 pairs of inserts. 

2The top sections more loft out of the number 1, 2-, 
and 3 pairs of insortr;, and the lorror sections of 
the same inserts were cut down l/8 inch to increase 
t?w air-flow area. This condition brought the lover 
port surface flush nith the top of tho piston at bob 
tom doad centor and best inlot timing. 

. 

The A inlet-port arrangement of figure 14 represents 
the loneat brake mean effective pressure. This ion value 
results from the noor scavenging obtained on account of 
the direction of the entire entering charge ythfch is at an 
angle of 45O toaard the cylinder hoad. Curve B indicates 
that the 0' inserts are much more effective ,in scavongingY 

-the cylinder than are the 45' inserts. 

In order further to lncreaso the scaven.zing efficion- .i 
CY, and hence the output, it r7as found nocossary to use 

. mixed port arrangements. The most successful of tho many 
nixed norts invostigatod vero the C, D, end 2 arrangements. 
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The C and D arrangements show up very me11 on the basis of 
net and gross brake mean effective pressure. In the D ar- 
rangement the tops were removed from the number 1 and 2 
pairs of inserts, which allowed these two pairs of ports a 
3' opening lead and so gave the charge entering these ports 
a start over the other ports. 

The E sort arrangement was tried at a late period dur- 
ing the investigation; in fact, only after the various 
speed and scavenging ratio runs were completed mith the D 
port arrangement. The E arrangement was the optimum, on 
the basis of scavenging efficiency and power output of all 
the 30 odd arrangements investigated. lfany modifications 
of the E arrangement were tried and several of these re- 
sulted in mean effective pressures very nearly as high as 
those obtained with the E arrangement. 

Although the limit of improvement in scavenging effi- 
ciency with inlet-port arrangement in,this engine aDDears 
to have been reached, it is beliovod that a study of the 
flow conditions as viewed through the transparent cylinder 
of a flow model exactly similar to the actual engine cyl- 
inder in size and sh3,pQ may readily reveal the possibility 
of a further increase in scavenging efficiency over the 
best values obtained thus far. 

Inlet-port and uxLaust-2or-t timinvs d It is usually ---. _-- ---- ,----b-- 
assumed that the exhaust port should open sufficiently 
ahead of the inlet port so that the cylinder pressure will 
drop to the scavenge pressure or lower before the inlet 
opens. Considering the inlet timing to 'oe fixed, it is not 
surprising to find that an exhaust opening which gives scav- 
enge Pressure in the cylinder at the time of inlet opening, 
gives less power than one with a slightly later exhaust 
opening. The later ex2laust opening results in both a higher 
expansion ratio and a smaller loss of fresh charge into the 
exhaust. If a constant scavenge air quantity is suppliod 
to the cylinder, in the case of late exhaust opening, the 
slight additfonal losses due to higher scavenge pressure 
and to slightly greater mixing of the exhaust gases and the 
fresh charge mill not equal the gain from the decreased 
blow-down loss until the cylinder Dreasure at the time of 
inlet openilng is somewhat larger than the scavenge pressure. 

It is surprising to note (fig. 16) how great an excess 
of cylinder pressure over scavenge pressure exists with t&e 
best power timing. Under these conditions, considerable 
exhaust must enter the inlet system and later be blo:vn back 
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into the,cylinder with the fresh charge. Tests showed 
that diesel operation required an earlier exhaust opening 
for best poner. Figure 17.is an indicator diagram for 
diesel oporation at the best power timing. 

The effect of inlet-port and exhaust-port timing on 
brake mean effective pressure and scavenge pressure may be 
seen from figures 18 and.19, respectively. Although the -- 
gro$s brake mean effective pressure increases uniformly 
?7ith a late exhaust-port opening, the scavenge pree‘sure 
also increases in ordor to maintain a constant scavenge 
ratio of 1.4. Consequently, the net brake mean effective 
pressure shows considerably less change with exhaust tim- 
Tng . - 

The curves of brake mean effective pressure againSt 
inlet-port timin 
approximately 52 

g (fig. lE> peak at an inlet opo3ing of 
before bottom canter, mhich is the op- 

--I 

timum inlet-gort'timing. In the determination of the op- 
timum axhaust-port timing, consideration must be given to -1 
the scavenge pressure as 1~~613 as to the brake mean effoc- 
tive pressure.. . .- 

It being desirable to keep tho scavenge pressure as 
lam i3s possible, an exhaust opening of 65O B.B.C. WCS 
chosen'as optimum. \ 

zrako meati-effective -pressure mfnst speed.- ----------.------- ---- - -ino 
A first glance at th,e curves in figure 20 would lead one _- 
to suspect that resonance in the inlet or exhaust systems 
was the cause of the soaks in the mean-effective-pressure -- 
curv(3 9. The scavenge ratio was held constant throughout 
the range of speed investigated, hovevor, and the pras- - 
ence of peaks in t,he mean-effective-prossuro curves there- 
fore cannot be attrfbutcd to resonance. .1 

It is quite possible that at the engine speeds corre- 
sponding to peaks in the curves of mean effective pres- 
sure, the time-opening characteristic of the inlet ports 
may be such as $0 promote a more efficient scavenging 
process. . -/ 

Figure 21 shows the effect of engine speed on the 
gross and net brake mean effective pressuresmith the scav- 
enge pressure held constant at 11.8 inches of mercury. 
The scavenge ratio decreases steadily with increasing en- 

.gine speed, but the curve is quite smooth and shows no in- 
dica.$ion whatsoeaor of resonance. . 
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Figure 22 is another set of speed runs in which the 
incr.ease in scavenge pressure ma6 made proportional to 
the square of the engine speed. It is notable that al- 
though the scavenging ratio decreases from 1,200 to 1,900 
r.p.m*, the gross mean effective pressure incpeases, shom- 
ing an improvement in scavenging. This result is undoubt- 
edly 'due to the fact that the port timing and arrangement 
mere selected for 1,800 r.p.m. A different port timing 
and perhans a different ‘arrangement would be necessary to 
give the best mean effective pressure at, say, 1,200 rapema 
The lack of mide fluctuations in the mean effective pres- 
sure and the scavenge-ratio curves confirms the foregoing 
conclusion that the set-up is so made that resonance effects 
are small. 

Brake mean effective pressure and scaven@ uressure -----------_---_ _ --_--- i---w-- 
&,gainst scavenge ratio.- Figure 23 shows the offoct of an 
increase in scavenge ratio on the brake mean effective and 
scavenge pressures. The incroaso in the mean offoctive 
_orcssure with scavenge ratio is due principally to an im- 
provement in scavenging. At relatively high values of 
scavenge ratio, the effect of supercharging, that is, of 
increased pressure at the time of exhaust closing, becomes 
significant. The previously determined limit to the brake 
mean effective Fressure obtained with maximum attainable 
scavenging efficiency mas 128 - 14 
inch. 

= 114 pounds Ter square 
The brake mean effective pressure of an actual en- 

gine might be expected to approach this value as the 
scavenge ratio is indefinitely increased. Reference to 
figure 23 shows that 114 pounds per square inch appears 
to be a reasonable value for an asymptote of the gross 
mean-effective-pressure curve. 

The effsct of combust’ion-chamber and piston-head ---- -___--.- ------ 
shetps-on scavenging.- In order to investigate the effect 
of combustion-chamber shape on the scavenging process, 
several runs mere made with illuminating g&s using the 
compression-ignition cylinder head (fig. 10). Under con- 
stant operating conditions, power readings vere taken mith 
the cylinder head located in its normal position and then 
turned 900 and 180° from its normal position. Rotation of 
the head in this manner glaced 'the pear-shaped combustion 
space at various angles to the flom of s'cavenging charge. 
The mean effective Dressure, and hence the scavenging, 
was unaffected by t:lese changes. 

The effect on scavenging of a piston having a slight- 
ly rounded head (figs. 6 and 7) was also investigated. 
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The round-top piston showed a slight improvement in scav- 
enging and mean effective pressure over the flat-to? 
piston. The increase in brake mean offectivo pressure 
amounted to approximately 3 or 4 percent. 

Compression Ignition 

Tho E inlet->ort arrangement was used throughout tho 
investigation of compression-ignition performance on the 
assumption that the inlet-port arrangement giving the most 

_. .- 

satisfactory scaveng;ing under spark-ignition conditions 
mould still bo the*optinum arrangemcnt.under comprosnion- 
ignition oporation. 

_~ 

c 

Figure 24 is a set of curvas of brake mean effective 
pressure against fuel rate at vartocs scavenge ratios. 
It is interesting to note that the brake mean-effective- 
pr8SsUre CUrVQS li0 ClOSOl;~ *vO one anothor in the region 
of low poner, 
inder at 

where there is an excess of air in the Cyl- 
all scavenge ratios. AS the fuel rate is in- 

creased, hoTever, 
since, 

the curves.diverge a,s is to be exgocted 
at high percentages of sir, 

plete and hence more oxygen is 
scavenging is more com- 

available for combustion. 

- 

The fact that the minimum points of the fuel-consump- 
tion curvas occur.nt li.zht loads indicates that .there, is 1 ogportunfty for considerable improvement in combustion- 
chamber design. Here again the values of minimum fuel 
consumption differ only very slightly from one another for 
the various scavenging ratios., At increasing loads the 
ion scavenging ratios shorn a higher specific fuel consump- 
tion owing to less complete combustion as a result of goor- 
er cylinder scavenging or fuel-air mixing. . .- 

Figure 25 is a similar'set of curves in which fuel- 
rate runs mere.made at various. sneeds. In this cnsa the 
scavenge ratio was 'held constant-at 1.4. These curves in- 
dicate that the maximum gross mean effective pressure is 
constant with resp'ect to engine speed,, being approximately 
72 pounds per square inch. This fact leads to the con- 

i clusion that the maximum quantity of fresh air available 
per stroke for combustion must be constant nith respect to 
engine speed and thsrefore that the scavenging efficiency 
must also be constant, 
at high speeds, 

It is evident from the curves that, 
a large quantity of 'fuel per stroke is 

necessary to. consume all the air. This condition results, 
. pos'sibl.y, from the shorter period of tine available for 

mixing of the fuel and the air at high speeds. 
- 
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Estimate of p ------ ossible maximUm output 0.n compresqar 
i.gnitionoperation.ti -----. -_-_-- Figure 26 is a light-spring pressure- 
crank-angle indicator diagram taken under firing condi- 
tions for the purpose of determining the pressure in the 
cylinder at the instant the exhaust ports close. A knowl- 
edge of the magnitude of the pressure and the temperature 
at this point allows a calculation to be made of the actu- 
al quantity of charge (burned products plus fresh charge) 
contained in the cylinder. Multiplication of this total 
qUantity by scavenging and combustion efficiency factors 
gives a net quantity of air available for combustion. 
The fuel rate necessary to consume this available air at 
the chemically correct fuel-a.ir ratio is then easily cal- 
culated; and a value of the estimated power may be ab- 
tained from this fuel rate, the heating value of tI?e fuel, 
and the cyclic thermal efficiency. A calculation of this 
estimated power follows. 

From the card of figure 26 compression of t?$e air be- 
gins at atmospheric pressure and approximately 3 before 
the closing of the exhaust ports. The cylinder volume at 
3' befora exhaust closjlng is: 

95.5 x $$$ + 5.5 = 71.5 cu. in. 
. 

Piston displacement in cubic inches: 95.5. 

Total stroke less that portion of the stroke included 
between the bottom center position of the piston and that 
position of the piston at the beginnfng of compression 
from atmospheric pressure: 4.15 inches. 

Clearance volume in cubic inches: 5.5. 

Actual meight of fresh air in the cylinder at stand- 
ard conditions (760 mm Eg and 32' F.): 

71.5 -_-- 1728 X gs X 0 . 0809 x 0.85 = 0.00215 pound. 

32' F. = 492' Rankine. 

Assumed charge temperature at close of exhaust ports 
degrees Bankine: 650. 

Specific weight of air at standard conditions: 0.0809. 

. 

c 
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Assumed ratio of actual to maximum scavenging effi- 
ciency: 0.85. 

Weight of fuel per stroke necessary to consume all 
the fresh, air: 0.067 x 0.00215 = 0.000144 pound. -- 

Ratio of fuel to air by weight for complete cambus- ..- 
tion: 0.067. 

Probable maximum horsepoker = 0.000144 X 1,800 X 60 X 
0.85 X 0.40 X 18,500 x kg = 38.5 horsepower. 

Engine speed: 1,800 r.p.m. 

Ratio of maximum useful to the chemically correct 
fuel-air ratio: 0.85. 

Indicated thermal effictoncy: 0.40. 

B.t.u. per pound of fuel: 18,500. 

B.t.u. per horsepower per hour: 2,545. 

The maximum horsepower obtained under diesel cpera- 
-- timn was 31. 

--___ 
It is believed that with improvement in corn- 

bustion-chamber design the output may be increased to ap- .- 
proximately 40 horsepower. 

Figure 27 is a light-spring indicator diagram taken 
under exactly similar engine conditions as the card of 
figure 26 except for exhaust port timing. The, card of 
figure 26, 
A.B,C,, 

corresponding to an exhaust-port closing at 76' 
shows no appreciable supercharging at the close of 

the ports. With the exhaust-port closing occurring some- - 
That earlier, as was the case with the card of figure 27 
(exhaust closed at 70' A.B.C.), the effect of slight super- 
charging is evident, amounting to approximately 2 pounds 
per square inch: As was previously pointed out, although 
this exhaust-port timing resulted in a little supercharging, 
the gross power output was less than ahile running at 76' 
A.B.C. exhaust closing. 

- 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Spark-Ignition Operation 

1. Inlet-Port Arrangements: 

In general, it was found that the most successful 
inlet-port arrangements from considerations of high scav- 
enging efficiencyand potter cutput were those having low 
air-entry angles in the number 1, 2, and 3 ports and high 
air-entry angles in the number 4 ports. (See fig. 15.) 
The best port arrangement tried was one having O" inserts 
with the top sections removed in the number 1, 2;and 3 
ports and 600 inserts in the number 4 ports (E arrang'ement). 

In viem of the fact that modifications of the 3 inlet- 
port arrangement showed nc improvement in scavenging, it 
mas felt that further imprcvement'mould be possible only 
through a visual study of the florr conditions in a special 
flow chamber. 

2. Inlet and Exhaust Port Timings: 

Although there was only a slight change in either.' the 
gross or the net output with variations in the inlet port 
timing between 45' and 65' from bottom center, the optimum 
inlet-port timing for port arrangement D, mas found to be 
approximately 52O from bottom center. 

Varying the exhaust-port timing from 74' to 60' from 
. bottom center resulted in an fncrease in both the gross 

brake mean effective and the scavenge pressures, causing 
the net brake mean effective pressure to increase slightly. 

3. The Effect of Combustion-Chamber and of Piston-Head- 
Shape on the Scavenging Efficiency: 

Within the limits investigated, the combustion chamber 
shape had no effect on the scavenging efficiency. 

An improvement in the scavenging efficiency of approxi- 
mately 3 percent was realized by substituting the round-top 
for the flat-top piston. 

. 
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4. -. Engine Speed: 

Vith the scavenge ratio held constant, the mean effoc- 
tive pressure, and kence the scavenging efficiency, varied 
irregularly with engine speed. This result is probably 
due to changes in the scavenging flow pattern with engine 
speed. - -.-_ 

5. Performance: 

The results shot7 that mhen ogerating'on illuminating 
gas as a fuel, a net brake mean effective pressuro of at 
least 80 pounds per square inch at 12 inches of Hg and at 
1,800 r.p.m. can be expected nith this type of engine. 
This value is equivalent to 95 pounds per square inch mean 
effective pressure nhen operating on gasoline. 

..- 

Compression-Ignition Operation 

1. The gross brake mean effective pressures at high 
loads increases with the quantity of scavenging air. 'sow 
much of this increase in output is due to more efficient --- -.. 
scavenging and how much to better mixing of the fuel-and 
air is not certain. The fact that the minimum points of, 
the specific fuel-consumption curves occur at very lcm .- 
fuel-air ratios indicates, however, .that there is relative- 
ly poor mixing nf the fuel and tho air. .There is, there- 
fbre, opportunity for considerable improvement in spray 
distribution or conbustVicn-chamber shape. In spite of 
this fact, however, it was usually possible to obtain a -- 

brake specific fuel consumption of less than 0.5 at 60 per- 
cent of maximum potver. 

2. The maximum gross brake mean effective pressure 
remained constant over a range of speeds from 1,200 to 
2,OCO r.p.m. at a constant scavenge ratio of 1.4.. The 
fuel-air ratio necessary to obtain the maximum mean effec- 
tive -oressure increased with engine speed. These two 
facts mould seem to indicate a nearly ccnstant quantity 
of fresh air per stroke but.poorer mixing of fuel and air --- 

at the higher speods. 

The exhaust opening for best power was earlier 
(11°)3Ehan for spark-ignition operation. . . , 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, Mass., May 1938. 
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Figure 2. - Engine assembly. 
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Figure 7.- Connect- rod and pistons. 
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figure lo.- Cylinder-head8 (a, compression 
ignition, b, epark ignition). 
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Figure 12.0 Engine ret-up for Diesel operation. 
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Figure 15.- Inlet-port numbering scheme. 
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Figure 16. - Indicat& diagram for best power under spark-ignition conditions. f 
r;: 
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